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1 EXHIBIT CT3:
2 PLEASE NOTE:   

3
(i)  Column D "Staff Identified by the Inquiry" contains information provided to me by the Brook House Public Inquiry and includes information not within my knowledge and/or belief.  I have noted some corrections to this information in Column E "Addit ional Staff identified by Callum Tulley".   

4
(ii) Rows 9 and 10 include references to a member of the Senior Management Team named Dan.  My recollection was that Dan's surname was Laughton or Lawton.  The Inquiry has, however, identified the officer as Dan Haughton and, as I did not normally use  officer's surnames, I am happy to accept the Inquiry is likely 
correct.  I therefore refer to Dan Haughton throughout this table.

5 (iii)  Row 18 includes reference to a DCO named Alex.  The Inquiry has suggested that this was Alex Parpworth.  In my notebook entry of this incident (at p40 BBC000059) I referred to Alex as Alex Powell.   Therefore, I only refer to ‘Alex’ in my answers in this table.
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Tape Clips Detained 
Person

Staff identified by the 
Inquiry 

Additional Staff identified by 
Callum Tulley 

Venue/Location Summary Description/Nature of Incident Context/Background/Circumstances in which incident arose My role & role of others in incident

7

KENCOV1007 V2017042500020 D1527 Various, Nathan Ring, 
Clayton, Charlie, Yan 
Paschali

Neha Walia, Steve Loughton E-Wing, in particular cell 
7

Incident of attempted self-harm/suicide by D1527, first by 
attempted self-strangulation and then an attempt to swallow a 
mobile phone batterY

Please see para 18-20 of the statement I gave to the Nursing & 
Midwifery Council on 27 August 2019 [Pages 33-43 of 
BBC000637].   In that Statement, 'Detainee A' referred to in that 
statement is D1527, Colleague A is Clayton Fraser, Colleague B is 
Neha Walia, Colleague C is Steve Loughton, Colleague D is Charlie 
Francis, Colleague E is Nathan Ring and Colleague F is Yan Paschali. 
See also pages 4-7 of Witness Statement I gave to Sussex Police on 
23 November 2017 (CPS000018).  

Please see paragraphs 21 to 48 of the witess statement I gave to the Nursing & 
Midwifery Council (NMC) dated 27 Aug 2019 [Pages 33-43 of -].    In that statement, 
'Detainee A' referred to in that statement is D1527, Colleague A is Clayton Fraser, 
Colleague B is Neha Walia, Colleague C is Steve Loughton, Colleague D is Charlie 
Francis, Colleague E is Nathan Ring and Colleague F is Yan Paschali.  Please also see 
pages 4-7 of the Witness Statement I gave Sussex Police on 23 November 2017 
(CPS000018)
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KENCOV1007 V2017042500021 As above As above.  Jo Buss. As above E Wing - Wing Office, 
main wing, Cell 7

Incident of attempted self-harm/suicide by D1527 by self-
strangulation.  Use of Force Restraint.

Continuation of above
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KENCOV1007 V2017042500023 As above Yan Paschali  Clayton Fraser E-Wing Following the incident above, I resumed constant supervision of 
a detainee in room 8. Whilst I was on the constant supervision, 
Yan asked me to go and sit next him and Clayton Fraser, with 
the detainee I was observing still in view. Yan told me I need to 
go to the gym more. I replied jokingly saying "I've still got the 
old biceps". Yan replied saying he "wasn't talking about that". I 
then inferred that he was talking about how tired the incident 
had made me. I defended myself by saying I had also been 
trying to stop D1527 from self harming before Yan had arrived. 
Yan then said I should of 'cracked him one in the ribs' to soften 
him up. 

I can not remember exactly how much time had passed between 
this conversation and the choking incident, but I believe it may 
have been around 45 minutes. 

Please see 'nature of the incident'.
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KENCOV1012 V2017050400021 D1527 Steve Dix, unknown officer Please see Question 10 of the 
Inquiry's Specific Questions.  
Also - Precious Okolie Nwokeji   
(17:49), Ryan Bromley 
(23:15), Ben (25:07 - DCO - 
don’t know second name), 
Kalvin Sanders (27:40). Sunil 
(27:48 - Don't know second 
name).

D Wing D1527 protest on netting. I did not know why D1527 was protesting on the suicide 
prevention netting when I arrived on the wing. When I arrived on 
the wing I was told by DCO Precious Okolie Nwokeji that it was 
something to do with a plate. I am still unclear as to what the 
exact reason was, so I can not provide much context or 
background to this incident. Having already witnessed attempts 
by D1527 to self harm and an attempt by DCO Yan Paschali to 
choke him on 25 April 2017, I knew that D1527 was vulnerable, 
and that there may have been other reasons, like the choking 
incident, as to why he might be upset.

Please see third paragraph on page 7 of the Witness Statement I gave Sussex Police on 
23 November 2017 (CPS000018).  When I arrived on the wing and saw D1527 on the 
netting I positioned myself on the stairs to try and discourage him from jumping off the 
netting. I had not been given a role by a manager at this point. During the incident at 
00:22:00 of 'KENCOV1012 - V201705040021' a DCM named Ben, whose second name 
name I do not recall, approached me and another DCO whose nickname was GG, but 
whose real name I do not recall, and instructed us to 'lock up', by which he meant to 
lock the rest of the detainees in their cells. I asked him if he 'did not just want me to 
stay' in position. He then gave me permission to do so. I then stayed in position on the 
stairs for most of the incident, incase I was required to stop D1527 from jumping off 
the netting. Some DCOs appeared to be responsible or locking detainees in their cells, 
some tried to persuade D1527 to come off the netting, whilst others simply awaited 
instructions.. I am not exactly sure who was in charge of the incident, as there were a 
number of DCMs present.   
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KENCOV1012 V2017050400022 - clip 
1

D1527 N/K Precious Okolie Nwokeji 
(7:34), Sunil (at the top of the 
stairs on the right at 7:53), 
Kalvin Sanders (coming down 
the stairs at 7:56), Steve Dix 
(coming down the stairs at 
08:06 and also seen at 9:00).  

D Wing Continuation of above. Continuation of above
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KENCOV1012 V2017050400022 - clip 
2

D1527 Clayton, Steve Dix, Mitch & 
others

From 16:30 - 17:30, the 
conversaton involves DCM 
Steve Dix in the white shirt, 
DCO Ryan Bromley (at the 
balcony on the left hand 
side), DCO Ben (who's 
surname I don't recall is to 
the right of Ryan), Precious 
Okolie Nwokeji (17:30), Sunil 
(17:50), Shane Farrel (18:15), 
Ben DCM (20:40 - I do not 
know his second name).  
From 20:50, please see 
Question 15 of the Inquiry's 
Specific Questions

D Wing Continuation of above. Continuation of above. In the conversation at 24:38, Sunil 
provides some background to the incident, saying that D1527 
began to protest because he didn't want to wash up his plate. I am 
unsure as to whether or not this was the only reason for the 
protest. 
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KENCOV1016 V2017051300011 D687 Chis Donnelly, Johnny 
Martin, Dan Haughton, 
Dan Lake 

Shane Farrell (DCM). I don’t 
believe Dan Lake was present 
during the incident. 

Toilet at detainee 
reception  discharge 
area waiting room. 

Incident of attempted self-harm/suicide by D687 with a ligatureWhen I arrived at the incident I did not know why D687 was 
threatening to self harm.  From the fact that he was in the 
discharge waiting area and from what he was saying, I understood 
that his actions were as a result of the news that, after more than 
2 years in detenton, he was being transferred to another 
detention centre where he would continue to be detained.  From 
what D687 and the other officers said, my understanding was that 
after packing up his things and going to the discharge area of 
detainee reception,  he entered the waiting room toilet and made 
a ligature with his t-shirt. When I arrived he had tied the ligature 
to a railing on the wall in the toilet and had placed his head 
through the noose he had made. I believe D687 was protesting 
against the indefinite nature of his detention, and the plan to 
move him to another detention centre. D687 was subseqently 
restrained and handcuffed. 

When I arrived at the incident D687 had already placed his head through the noose and 
was saying he wanted to take his own life. D687 told us that if we came close to him he 
would self harm. Chris Donnelly and Johnny Martin were already present. There was 
also another member of staff present whose name I cannot recall. Chris Donnelly tried 
to discourage D687 from self harming. A member of the Senior Management Team 
called Dan Haughton then arrived.     Shortly after Dan Haughton arrived he offered his 
lighter to D687, who had a cigarette in his hand.  This is approx 00:13:20:00 on the clip.    
D687 accepted the offer. This allowed Dan  Haughton  to move within arms length of 
D687. Once close enough, Dan Haughton initated a use of force to prevent D687 from 
self harming. I assisted with the restraint, as did Johnny Martin. Shane Farrell also 
assisted with the restraint. Once the restraint had been initiated there was a short 
tussle as we tried to bring D687 to the ground and Dan Haughton tried to remove the 
ligature from his neck. Dan Haughton quickly removed the ligature from his neck and 
D687 was then brought to the ground.  This is at approx 00:14:09:00 on the clip.  When 
D687 had been brought to the ground I took control of his legs. I was on the floor, with 
my body perpendicular to D687's. D687's legs were under the control of my left arm 
and my back was facing his upper body whilst my front was facing his lower body. 
Because my back was facing his upper body I could not see what role the other officers 
were playing in the restraint at this point. Once D687 had been placed in handcuffs I 
left the room.  This is approx 00:15:50:00 on the clip.   D687 was brought to his feet by 
Shane Farrell (the DCM in the white shirt) and Johnny Martin (the DCO in the blue shirt) 
before being escorted to the discharge area where a Tascor member of staff was 
waiting for him. 
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KENCOV1016 V2017051300012 D687 Chis Donnelly, Johnny 
Martin, Dan Haughton

As above Detainee reception 
discharge area.

Following incident shown in V2017051300011, the Tascor team 
exchange words with D687 ahead of plans to transfer him to 
another detention centre.

This footage followed straight after the clip above. D687 appeared 
to suggest he would comply with the Tascor team tasked with 
escorting him to his new detention centre, but said he would 
behave badly when he arrived there. I was then excused by DCM 
Chris Donnelly so I do not know if the transfer took place. 

I had no role in the conversation. This conversation was between D687 and the 
member of the Tascor crew tasked with overseeing his transfer. I do not know the 
name of the Tascor staff members.   At approx 2 mins 15 seconds into the clip, I was 
excused by Chris Donnelly.
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KENCOV1019 V2017051700009 D275 James Begg Please see Question 20 of the 
Inquiry's Specific Questions

The location of the first 
three minutes and thirty 
seconds is A wing. The 
rest of the clip was 
filmed in the second 
floor staff room. 

D275 protest on netting I had been told to collect riot kit incase officers were needed to 
remove D275  from the suicide prevention netting. I then went to 
A wing to try to understand what was happening.  When I arrived 
on the wing I was not sure why D275  was protesting. DCM James 
Begg was present. I understood that DCM James Begg was trained 
in negotiation and was therefore tasked with trying to convince 
D275  to come off the netting. DCM James Begg explained to me 
that he was protesting because his planned deportation back to 
Algeria had been cancelled because the Home Office made an 
error with his travel documents. James Begg told me that D275  
had razor blades, and would not leave the netting until the 
National Response Team had been called in. D275's  demeanor 
was calm and non-threatening. I do not know exactly how long 
D275  had been detained in Brook House, but I believe it was for a 
number of months. 

I had been told to collect riot kit incase officers were needed to remove D275  from the 
netting. DCM James Begg, who was trained in negotation, was responsible for trying to 
persuade D275 to come off the netting. 
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KENCOV1019 V2017051700018 D275 Officers including John 
Connolly. Also appears to 
be Pat Minter and Dan 
(surnames unclear), 
possibly also 'Jack'? 

Please see Question 21 of the 
Inquiry's Specfic Questions.  
DCO Yan Pascali and DCO 
Derek Murphy also appear in 
the E wing office at 28:07. I 
do not know the name of the 
female DCO shown at 28:55.  I 
also do not know Pat's second 
name.

A wing stairwell, 
perimeter road,  solitary 
confinement block, E 
wing.

Conversation between CT, JC and staff members concerning 
planned restraint of D275.   

John Connolly, Dan Small, Pat (whose surname I do not know) and 
I are waiting in A wing stair well in riot kit. As mentioned, we had 
been asked to get into riot kit in case we were required to remove 
D275  from the netting before the national response team arrived.  
We were positioned in the A-Wing stairwell on the first floor as 
this is the closest point to the netting without being in view of 
other detainees.  This was the first time I found myself in a 
position where I might be required to go onto the suicide 
prevention netting to carry out a restraint. I am not sure why we 
were the members of staff chosen to get kitted up for this 
incident.   By the time this clip had been filmed, John Connolly had 
already instructed us to refer to D275  using racist language and 
used violent language to describe the way in which we should 
restrain him, as I described at paragraphs 174 to 177 of my 
Witness Statement dated 7 October 2021.   Once the National 
Response Team were at the scene, we knew we were not going to 
have to step onto the netting so there was no longer a need for us 
to be in position in the stairwell.   We then made our way out 
along the perimeter fence, through the solitary confinement block 
and E-wing, ending up back on A-wing, so we could assist the NRT 
if required.

As a restraint trainer, John Connolly was in charge of leading our team during the 
restraint. I believe Pat (whose surname I do not know) and Dan Small were tasked with 
being the arm officers. My role was to be the handcuff officer.  I was also tasked with 
locking and unlocking the doors when our team made our way down A wing stairwell, 
onto the perimeter road, through the solitary confinement block and onto E wing, to 
end up back on A-wing.  
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KENCOV1019 V2017051700019 D275 Officers including John 
Connolly. Also appears to 
be Pat and Dan (surnames 
unclear), possibly also 
'Jack'? 

John Connolly, Dan Small, Pat 
(whose second name I do not 
know), DCM Jack Bannister 
(14:39).

A wing, E wing 
courtyard.

Continuation of incident with D275 on the netting.   D275 
removed from netting by Nationals and brought out to the E 
wing courtyard.

Continuation of above.  We had arrived back on A-wing so as to 
remain present at the incident.  The National Response Team had 
used a spray to subdue D275 . I do not know what the spray is 
called or exactly what its effects were, but I understood that it 
caused pain to the eyes and made vision difficult because John 
Connolly had mentioned this in the A wing stairwell. I do not 
remember witnessing the spray being used.  D275  was then 
escorted outside from A Wing to the E wing court yard. I 
understand that he was taken outside because the fresh air 
alleviates the pain caused by the spray.

The role of John Connolly, Dan Small, Pat (whose surname I do not know) and I 
remained the same. I am not sure what Jack Bannister's role was. The role of the 
National Response Team was to remove D275  from the suicide prevention netting in a 
safe and secure manner. 
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KENCOV1025 V2017052700008-9 N/K Younger officer, and 
another younger officer 
called Alex Parpworth, 
Dave Webb (?). 

Please see questions 23 and 
24 of the Inquiry's specific 
questions.  

Ground floor staff room 
next to the staff 
canteen. 

Conversation in staff room between CT and Johnny Martin 
regarding planned use of force and use of shield.  Advice and 
demonstration by officers to CT.  

On this shift I had been called to get kitted up for the restraint of a 
detainee called D1914. The detainee was to be deported back to 
Romania. Management did not believe the detainee would go 
quietly, hence our need to get kitted up. I was told he had a 
conviction for attempted murder, but also that he had a heart 
condition. I can't recall if I was told this before or after this clip 
was filmed. At some point I was also told that there had been 
other attempts to deport D1914, but all previous attempts had 
failed. 

I had never been a shield officer before (a shield officer is the first member of staff that 
enters a cell for a planned restraint, and is required to use the shield with force if 
necessary). Yan Paschali and Dave Webb were allocated to the restraint as the arm 
officers, and therefore would be responsible for controlling the detainees arms during 
the restraint. I would be responsible for controlling the detainee's head, if necessary, 
when I was no longer required to use the shield. The other members of staff that 
appear in this clip, DCO Johnny Martin and DCO Alex, were not to be involved in the 
restraint. I believe they were on a break.    Johnny was the officer who got up and 
demonstrated how to use the shield.
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KENCOV1025 V2017052700010 N/K Dave Webb, Yan Paschali Continuation of the above. I 
believe Johnny Martin has left 
the room before the 
recording of this clip.

Ground floor staff room 
next to the staff 
canteen. 

Continuation of above conversation.  Dave Webb 
demonstrating to CT how to use shield.   The Inquiry's summary 
description notes "Comment by SW, if he doesn't comply then 
"beat the shit out of him".  I believe this is incorrect.  At 01:23, 
it is YP who is speaaking and he says "Obviously, if he complies, 
don't beat the shit out of him".   

As above As above.  Dave Webb was a restraint trainer and so, in this clip, I specifically asked him 
to demonstrate how to use the shield. 
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KENCOV1025 V2017052700020 D1914 Steve Dix, Yan Paschali, 
Dave Webb, Callum Tulley, 
Alice Brown, Sean Sayers, 
Jonathan Edon, Ryan 
Bromley and Daniel Lake

Nathan Ring (shown at 
00:08:22). I do not know the 
names of the nurses in the 
clip. I do not recognise the 
names Alice Brown and 
Jonathan Edon, that the 
Inquiry has identified.   Please 
see question 27 of the 
Inquiry's Specific Questions.  

C wing ground floor, 
then D1914 walked to E 
wing room 7

Removal of detained person.  Checked by healthcare.  Staff try 
to get him to walk, he initially refuses and is restrained.  

Having been assigned to the restraint of D1914, we got kitted up 
in the staff room next to the staff canteen. I believe a DCO named 
Alice may have been assigned to the restraint as handcuff officer, 
whilst Yan Paschali and Dave Webb were the arm officers. I was 
assigned as the shield officer, as mentioned above. The restrain 
took place once all detainees had been locked in their cells. 

I have mentioned the role of myself, Yan Paschali and Dave Webb above. I believe a 
DCO named Alice may have been assigned as handcuff officer. I can not remember her 
second name. DCM Steve Dix was responsible for overseeing and directing the 
restraint. DCM Nathan Ring was responsible for filming the restraint, as was normal 
practice for planned restraints. I believe there were also two nurses present, though I 
do not know their names. Once Yan Paschali, Dave Webb and I restrained D1914 and 
successfully relocated him to E wing room 7, other DCO's in riot kits relieved us. One of 
these DCOs was Ryan Bromley. I do not know the name of the other DCO in riot kit 
shown at 00:21:12. I was not present for the strip search conducted on D1914 after the 
aforementioned colleagues relieved us. DCO Dan Lake is shown in riot gear at 00:22:37. 
He was also there to relieve us.  
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KENCOV1035 V2017061400015 D1275 Derek, nurse, Nathan Ring 
& others

Please see Questions 29 
and 30 of the Inquiry's 
specific questions

 D wing courtyard, E 
wing. 

Incident with D1275 intoxicated on spice in detention centre 
yard.  Comments by staff members.  DCM advises CT to get 
evacuation chair for D1275 but there was not one in the 
evacuation chair area. When CT went to healthcare department 
to see if they could give him one, there were no healthcare staff 
present. D1275 is taken to a room.  The Inquiry's summary 
description notes comments by Derek Connolly, but this 
incorrect.  It is DCO Derek Murphy who says "I've no sympathy 
for him.  Absolutely no sympathy for him at all.  If he dies, he 
dies." Nurse in attendance.  Conversation between nurse and 
CT regarding the possibility of a detained person dying due to 
Spice.  Comment by Nathan Ring "How do you pronounce that? 
Nob.  We'll stick with div".      

I do not know much about the background to this incident. I 
responded to the medical emergency called to D wing after a 
detainee had taken drugs. I do not know if this detainee had a 
history of drug use. I do not know how much of the drug the 
detainee was likely to have consumed. I can not know for certain 
whether or not the detainee took spice, but his behaviour 
mirrored that of other detainees who took spice, and since the 
use of spice was so widespread in Brook House, it was a 
reasonable assumption for staff to make. Medical emergencies 
being called because a detainee had taken too much spice were a 
common occurance at Brook House, so this incident did not 
surprise me. The mocking of the detainee on the part of Nathan 
Ring and Derek Murphy also did not suprise me, as I had 
witnessed this type of behaviour from them before. I referred to 
this incident at paragraphs 179-192 of my Witness Statement 
dated 7 October 2021.

I responded to the medical response to D wing courts yard. A detainee named Mark 
was helping the detainee. I offered help and stoodby incase assistance was needed. 
DCMs and other DCOs then arrived. At around 00:04:30 DCM Steve Loughton 
instructed me to get an evacuation chair so the detainee could be moved to E wing. I 
went to healthcare to try and find one but there were no nurses present.  I returned to 
D wing court yard and was instructed to find an evac chair by Steve Dix and Steve 
Loughton on 'C and D wing first floor'. I followed their instructions and found the evac 
chair point, but there was no evac chair at the location. I then returned to D wing court 
yard. The detainee was then escorted by staff to E wing. DCO Mark and another DCO 
whose name I do not remember supported his body as he walked to E wing. DCO Derek 
Murphy admitted the detainee onto E wing and searched him. The nurses present were 
obviously responsible for making sure the detainee was okay. It was not clear what the 
roles of the other members of staff featured in the clip were. I do not know why DCO 
Derek Murphy and DCM Nathan Ring proceeded to make fun of the detainee in front of 
other members of staff whilst he was recieving medical attention. 
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KENCOV1035 V2017061400016 D1275 Various, incl. Nathan Ring, 
Hayley

Please see question 32 of the 
Inquiry's specific questions.

E wing. Continuation of incident with D1275 above - NR laughing and 
making comments to him and in conversation with CT

As above. Continuation of the above.
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KENCOV1044 V2017070600007 D728 Charlie Francis, Steve 
Webb, Aaron Stokes, 
Stephen Skitt?

DCO Bonnie Spark and DCO 
Aaron Stokes appear on the 
block at 00:16:47, following 
an incident on B wing. The 
DCM at 00:21:01 is Chris 
Donnelly. At 00:26:23, a DCM 
(in DCO uniform) called 
Stephen arrives. I do not 
know his second name. I do 
not know the names of the 
other staff members shown in 
this clip. Steve Skitt does not 
appear in this video. Steve 
Skitt was Brook House's 
deputy director.

Solitary Confinement 
block.

Incident with D728 in a room where he covers the observation 
hatch with toilet paper.  Staff in attendance dealing with D728 
are Callum Tulley, Steve Webb and Charlie Francis.  Argument 
with D728, discussion regarding shop opening hours and D728 
wishing to take a shower. D728 complaining that he does not 
have his medication.  Staff leave the room.  D728 continues to 
cover the observation hatch.  Staff members shouting and 
swearing at D728.  Stephen goes into room.  Conversation 
between Stephen and D728 regarding medication, incident with 
D728 on the netting and D728 trying to hang himself.    

My understanding is that D728 had been protesting on the suicide 
prevention netting of his wing the previous night  because he 
hadn't received his medication. I do not know what medication 
D728 was on, or whether he was meant to be provided with it the 
night previous. I do not know if D728 had any mental health 
problems, though he suggests in this clip that he does.  As a 
consequence of jumping on the netting, D728 was placed in the 
solitary confinement block under constant supervision. In this clip, 
I am the member of staff responsible for observing him. D728 was 
covering the viewing panel of his cell door with tissue paper, 
making it difficult for me to see in. As a result, I asked the control 
room to send a manager to the cell to advise me on what to do, as 
it was important for me to continue observing D728 since he was 
on a constant supervision. Control then sent DCM Steve Webb. 
Charlie Francis accompanied him and the rest of the incident 
ensued. 

Continuation of the above.
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KENCOV1044 V2017070600022 D1914 DCO Charlie Francis is the first 
officer who appears in this 
clip. DCO Ed Fiddy appears 
immediately after at 
00:04:01. I do not know the 
names of the other members 
of staff who appear in this 
clip.

E wing. Conversation between CT and staff member re D1914 incident 
of self-harm where he cut himself and was taken to hospital.  
CT conversation with D1914 during which he shows CT his 
wounds and explains he self-harmed after his bail application 
was refused.   

I understand that the day before this clip, D1914 had his bail 
application refused and then self harmed by cutting his arms and 
neck, and trying to overdose on his heart medication. I was not 
aware of this until 6 July 2017, when I saw him and DCO Ed Fiddy 
as shown in the clip.

I understand that DCO  Ed Fiddy had accompanied D1914 to hospital after the incident 
of self harm. I was conducting general duties on E wing at the time. Charlie Francis 
appeared to be observing the wing, as was normal practice in his role as an E wing 
officer. 
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